Newsletter Summer 2019
Ashtown
The Ashtown entry failed to make it into the last newsletter, so this covers
progress from October to date. Bob has paved the road over the back and
guttered, drainpiped and toned down (dirtied) the houses behind the
station. He has also been working on the section between the Bus Depot
and the pub adding trees, walling and fencing plus giving the house at the
bottom of the hill a garden to be proud of (no weeds) with a fancy wall
round it. The tennis court now has a children’s doubles match in progress.
Gareth has been constructing a magnificent sorting office building by the
station as well as, being the only member of the team with a modicum of
artistic talent, painting the backscene. Meantime, I’ve been laying down the pavement in and around the
station and preparing to fix down the low relief buildings along the right-hand end backscene. There is still a
lot to do, the station building and steps, a couple of further buildings around the station (a railwayman’s
social club, taxi office and dry cleaners) plus all the litter bins, bus stops, street and station lights, benches
on the platform and so on. The low relief buildings need firmly fixing in place and, in some cases,
weathering.
Martin.

Newton Wharf
As you all probably know, this has been sold to George and as I had spent some 4 years working on
it, it is gratifying to see it set up nicely in his garage with lots of trains on it and all in working
order.
Greg.
Newton Folly
The team of Gerry, George, Tony and Roy have worked so well and hard on getting this layout up
and running with a loco actually running round the track last Christmas. However work on the track
electrics has been more frustrating and time consuming. At this stage almost all of the track
electrics are working. But the latest problem is that the resistance in the 2 long ribbon cables providing power to the fiddle yard tracks and points is too great so that some cables work and some
don't even though continuity is intact along each constituent wire? The thinking is that new cables
will need making using thicker wires instead of the ribbon cable? The other thing occupying the
guys, is sorting out the points which seem to operated spasmodically - we think this has something
to do with the dodgy long ribbon cables and also a suspect CDU on the DC control unit. Otherwise
everything is calm and relaxed??
Greg
Later.... the layout is now working both for DC or DCC operation but not both at the same time.

The layout has 2 sectioons and each is designed to operate either as DC or DCC but currently both
must be one or the other.
We shall sort it soonest!
Tremawn had two outings recently, Lutterworth in May and more recently at SVMRC/GCR at
Quorn. It was received well at both exhibitions, with three future invitations, and several more
enquiries. Eight members and one guest were seen some-time during the two weekends operating
the layout. For the first time, in many a long year, our beloved leader was seen operating a layout.
Jim gave a wonderful running commentary, which improved with re-telling. He even found a light
railway, on the layout, which I know nothing about.
Operating has now settled down, with minimal problems (One electrical problem in 5 days of
operating). The Spratt & Winkle couplings are working well, and very discrete. The layout ran to a
timetable, (23 moves in 2 hours), so that full use of the layout’s facilities can be used.
Enhancements are still required to further improve the operator and viewer’s experience. They
should all be in place, before the layout’s next outing in 2020

Tremawn at Great Central Quorn 14-16 June 2019
John.
Rise Park
Very little to report as the layout has been stored in the clubroom since coming back from
Doncaster in February.
Burch Green
All track is now laid and the tricky job of getting the uncoupling magnets correctly aligned has been
completed. Work has begun on the ballasting, done with great care by the perfectionist team of Alf
and Geoff. Next will be sitting down to finalise the expected loads for each siding so remaining
buildings can be sourced. Geoff has been making a low relief structure to be second from the left
along the back. The one to its right (the end one) is a structure won in a raffle by Les at Weston
Super Mare show, which will just need weathering to suit.

Croft Spa
Andy York visited the clubroom on June 19th and took a set of photos of the layout, together with a
set of photos of ASHTOWN. It is intended that the two layouts will feature in BRM sometime
around the turn of the year, but not in the same issue. Following its appearance at Manchester MRX
in May a provisional booking has been received for Penarth (Cardiff) in July 2020, together with
two other expressions of interest.
No Place
No Place attended Sleaford show on May 1st and was runner up in the public vote for the "Best
Layout" award, which coincidentally was first awarded to FURTWANGEN OST at the first Sleaford
Club show. An additional booking has been received for the Sleaford & District charity show in
November
Hawthorn Dene
The spiders have been evicted from Hawthorn Dene, which has been stored in the corner of Les's
workshop since Warley last November. The next outing is Ross on Wye on August 17th and 18th.
Despite Les wanting to sell the layout it stlll has bookings, the latest one to arrive being Milton
Keynes in February next year.
Les.
Soarston
We are now concentrating on building the high-level town station. The track is laid and tested, the
point motors are in place and the wiring of the motors is under way. Control levers and C.D.U. are
in position ready for wiring, and the track will soon be painted and ballasted. This will be followed
by the construction of the station platforms using 5mm foam board.
Jim.
CLUB SHOW
We have a complete list of layouts for next year's show and all of last year's traders have signed up.
Following the break-ins at Stamford and Quorn Les and Greg are to revisit our insurance cover and
ensure we are fully insured against loss. Les is also going to talk to Cotgrave Welfare to be sure we
understand what level of security we have.
Les.
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As can be seen, Les seems to be monopolizing the diary! Well done!

